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Abstract
Mexico is recognized worldwide for the extension of its coastlines and its tourist exploitation.
Quintana Roo is one of the Mexican states, which has a shoreline of approximately 800 km,
known as the Mexican Caribbean. The hurricanes that form in the Atlantic Ocean are the main
natural hazard to which this region is exposed. In this article, hurricane risk is evaluated for coastal
cities through the definition of a system of indicators. Based on this indicators system, the
Hurricane Risk Index 𝐻𝑅𝑖 is calculated. This system allows the construction of vulnerability
indices for different dimensions: physical, environmental, social, economic, cultural and
institutional. The obtained results can contribute to the definition of public prevention policies
and actions to reduce the levels of vulnerability and increase the resilience of these communities.
This indicators model is applied to two coastal cities of the Mexican Caribbean; Mahahual,
obtaining an 𝐻𝑅𝑖 of 82.13%, and Chetumal obtaining an 𝐻𝑅𝑖 of 69.31%, corresponding to the
impact of Hurricane Dean in 2007. The proposed indicators system can be replicated for different
hazards.
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1. Introduction
Disaster risk is defined as the expected probability of harmful consequences or losses resulting
from interactions between natural or anthropogenic hazards and vulnerable conditions (Birkman
et al., 2013). It is the potential occurrence of physical, social, economic, and environmental
consequences or losses, in a given area and over a period of time, resulting from the vulnerability
conditions of a socio-ecological system exposed to hazards (UNDP, 2004). It is common for risk
to be estimated only in physical terms since social vulnerability is difficult to assess in quantitative
terms. Many of the discrepancies in the meanings of vulnerability arise from different
epistemological orientations and subsequent methodological practices (Cutter, 1996). There is a
potential for loss derived from the interaction of society with biophysical conditions that in turn
affect the resilience of the environment to respond to the hazard or disaster as well as influencing
the adaptation of society to such changing conditions (Cutter, 1996). However, it is possible to
assess vulnerability in a relative way or through "relative risk" indicators, which also allow
decisions and can define prevention and mitigation priorities (Cardona et al., 2003).
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Coastal areas constitute geographic spaces of extraordinary importance for human beings, from
the natural, social and economic point of view. In the Atlantic tropical cyclone basin, which
includes the Atlantic Ocean, the Caribbean Sea, and the Gulf of Mexico, hurricanes originate
mostly in the northern Atlantic and to a lesser degree in the Caribbean. The areas most at risk are
the Caribbean island countries north of Trinidad, Mexico and the southeastern United States
(OAS, 1991).
The state of Quintana Roo is located southeast of the Mexican Republic, on the Caribbean Sea,
commonly called "Mexican Caribbean". The coast of Quintana Roo covers 865.2 km, the most
extensive of the Atlantic coast, being one of the coastal states with greater pressure for the tourist
development known as "sun and beach" of the country (Moreno-Casasola et al., 2014). The
official hurricane season in the Greater Caribbean region begins 1 June and lasts through
November 30, with 84 percent of all hurricanes occurring during August and September (OEA,
1991). Hurricanes affected the southern territory of Quintana Roo; some can be mentioned:
Carmen, 1974; Gert, 1993; Opal and Roxanne, 1995; Chantal, 1998. Some of the most
remembered: Hurricane Mitch, 1998, whose threat lasted about fifteen days; Hurricane Wilma,
2005, the most intense recorded in the Atlantic and the 10th most intense recorded worldwide in
category 5; Hurricane Dean, 2007. Karl, 2010; Ernesto, 2012; Franklin, 2017; Harvey, 2017 and
Nate, 2017, have been other hurricanes that have affected the territory to a lower degree.
The tourism industry suffered the greatest damage. For example, during the 1988 Atlantic
hurricane season, the tourist areas of the state of Quintana Roo suffered US$100 million in direct
damage and lost an estimated US$90 million in revenues. The Inter-American Development
Bank, after evaluating the damage to infrastructure in this sector, lent US$41.5 million for
reconstruction (OEA, 1991). Population centers and economic activities in the region are highly
vulnerable to disruption and damage from the effects of extreme weather. They are largely
concentrated in coastal plains and low-lying areas subject to storm surges and land-borne
flooding. High demands placed on existing lifeline infrastructure, combined with inadequate
funds for the expansion and maintenance of these vital systems, have increased their susceptibility
to breakdowns.
Hurricane activity varies over different time cycles, and the reasons for this variability are not all
well-understood. The Atlantic hurricane season of 2017 was an extremely active season.
Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria combined to produce over a quarter trillion dollars in
damage in the U.S.A. Three Category 4 hurricanes made landfall in the United States following
twelve years without a major hurricane landfall. Irma and Harvey left major floods in Houston
and Miami, as well as great destruction in Puerto Rico, the islands of Antigua and Barbuda, San
Bartolome, San Martin, the British Virgin Islands, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, the Bahamas,
and Cuba. The great economic losses activated the financial relief funds for the region. Each
hurricane generates different problems: Harvey brought massive flooding, Irma deadly storm
surges, and Maria catastrophic high winds. Despite all this activity, during the 2017 season,
Mexico did not suffer direct impact from a hurricane. Although there are significant advances in
improving their disaster risk management capabilities with early warnings in the state, coastal
locations remain the most vulnerable areas.
From the above, the following research question arises: How can we identify the levels of
hurricane risk and vulnerability of coastal zones to which they are exposed year after year?
Therefore, the main objective of this article is to propose a conceptual framework, a system of
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indicators and the Hurricane Risk index 𝐻𝑅𝑖 to assess hurricanes risk and vulnerability in
coastal areas of the Mexican Caribbean, taking as case study two coastal areas: Chetumal and
Mahahual, facing the natural hazard of the hurricane Dean (2007).

2. Key concepts and methodologies
The research on natural hazards was focused primarily on studies of the physical phenomena
(White, 1945; Tricart and Kilian, 1982) leaving aside the human causes (Ribas and Saurí, 2006).
It was in the 1940s, with the pioneering work of Gilbert White, where the argument is set: “in the
generation of risk both physical factors and human factors intervene”. White (1945), gives
perhaps one of the most revealing phrases of his study, “(…) floods are “acts of God”, but flood
losses are largely acts of man (…)” (p.2). This explains clearly that the action of nature is not the
one that generates the risks, but the lack of planning and little vision of the future on the part of
societies and their rulers. In the assessment of disaster risk, contributions of the natural sciences,
applied sciences, and social sciences have been developed and gradually incorporated into more
complex and holistic models and concepts.
The unplanned and untidy growth increase the risk in cities, resulting in human losses when
disaster strikes. In developing countries, such as those in Latin America, including Mexico, there
is a lack of territorial and urban planning involving disaster risk management. Measuring risk
means taking into account not only the expected physical damage, the victims or equivalent
economic losses but also social, organizational and institutional factors (Carreño, 2006; Carreño
et al., 2007a; 2007b; 2012; 2014a; 2014b; 2017; 2018; Jaramillo et al. 2016).
Martínez (2009) indicates the necessity to use different methodological procedures to carry out a
disaster risk evaluation. It mentions that first, it is necessary to use an empirical - analytical
approach, with the purpose of knowing each of the hazardous phenomena that are part of a global
system. Secondly, a systemic approach, which studies the interrelationships and processes
between the natural hazard origin and the vulnerability. Third, an approach interested in
examining differences, between the probability of exposure to biophysical risk and social
vulnerability or combination of both.
2.1. Hazard, vulnerability, and risk
United Nations Disaster Relief Organization (UNDRO) together with United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 1979 promoted a meeting of
experts to unify the concepts of risk, hazard, and vulnerability, resulting in the report: Natural
Disasters and Vulnerability Analysis. Report Expert Group (9-12 July; UNDRO, 1980). Among
other concepts, this report includes the following: Hazard or Danger 𝐻 , Vulnerability 𝑉 ,
Specific risk 𝑅𝑠 , Elements at risk 𝐸 , Total risk 𝑅𝑡 . Based on the above, the following
equation to assess risk was proposed:
𝑅𝑡

𝐸 ∗ 𝑅𝑠

𝐸 ∗ 𝐻∗𝑉

(1)

Cardona, in 1985, proposed, removed the variable Exposure (𝐸), since it is involved in the
Vulnerability (𝑉), without this modifying the original conception (Cardona, 1993).
In this equation the hazard is associated with the natural phenomenon: a hurricane, a flood, an
eruption, for example; and vulnerability is associated with the critical physical and social factors
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that lead to a greater impact of the natural phenomenon: poorly constructed housing, extreme
poverty, lack of preparedness measures, and so on. Under this definition it must be conceived that
a city at risk is one that is likely to be affected or is prone to a natural hazard, and that its society
does not have adequate measures to minimize the impact of the phenomenon (UNDRO, 1980;
Cardona, 1993; Mansilla, 2000; Soldano, 2009).
For this article, and according to Birkmann et al. (2013), hazard is defined as the potentiality of a
damaging event, phenomenon or human activity that may have a negative impact on cultural,
economic, environmental, institutional, physical or social assets in a given area and over a given
period of time. A hazard is characterized by its location, magnitude, and frequency or probability.
The natural hazard is a latent threat caused by natural processes or phenomena occurring in the
biosphere. Hydro-meteorological hazards are natural processes or phenomena of atmospheric,
hydrological or oceanographic nature. Hydro-meteorological hazards include floods, debris and
mud floods; tropical cyclones, storm surges, thunder/hailstorms, rain and wind storms, blizzards
and other severe storms; drought, desertification, wildland fires, temperature extremes, sand or
dust storms; permafrost and snow or ice avalanches. The risk is defined as the potential occurrence
of harmful consequences or losses resulting from interactions between natural or anthropogenic
hazards and vulnerable conditions.
The composite or synthetic indicators, which summarize the information contained in the
indicator systems, have acquired a growing interest as a powerful tool that contributes to the
measurement, evaluation, formulation, and analysis of public policies in the disaster risk
reduction (Schuschny and Soto, 2009). Several proposals have been developed around the world
(BID, 2010; Cardona, 2008; Cardona et al., 2005; Carreño, 2006; Carreño, et al., 2007b; Castillo,
2009; Herrera-Moreno y Betancourt, 2001; Cutter, et al., 2003; UNDP, 2004; Peduzzi, et al.,
2009; Rodríguez y Bozada, 2010; SINAPROC-CENAPRED, 2006, Khazai et al, 2015; Burton,
2015), these methodologies are the basis of the proposed indicators system.
Masure and Lutoff (2002) proposed the methodology "Urban System Exposure (USE)". It
characterizes the city as a system of seven components: population, urban space, urban functions,
urban activities, urban government, identity, culture and external image. The methodology
analyzes the exposed elements in a city after a catastrophic event and before returning to its
normal dynamics without taking into account the physical factors of the hazards. The present
article defined the main components of hurricanes (wind, waves, storm surge and rain) and
vulnerability from a broader perspective, considering the construction of the city, environmental,
social, economic, cultural and institutional dimensions.
2.2. Dimensions of vulnerability
Blaikie et al. (1996) define vulnerability as the characteristics of a person or group of people
related to the capacity to anticipate, cope, resist and recover from the impact of natural hazards.
However, Birkmann (2006) defines vulnerability as an intrinsic predisposition to be affected or
susceptible to physical, economic, social or political damages, as a consequence of an event of
natural or anthropogenic origin. The vulnerability has to be studied in its multifaceted nature
(Bohle, 2002, cit. Birkmann, 2006), but the different definitions and approaches show that it is
not clear exactly what “vulnerability” represents as a scientific concept.
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This article takes into account the several aspects of vulnerability based on the proposals from
different authors. Wilches-Chaux (1993) proposed ten different dimensions of vulnerability
(physical, economic, social, educational, political, institutional, cultural, environmental and
ideological) that are closely interconnected with each other. Cardona (2001) proposes the
vulnerability is generated by three factors (exposure, social fragility and lack of resilience). The
European research project Methods for the Improvement of Vulnerability Assessment in Europe,
MOVE, (Birkmann et al. 2013) defines six dimensions of vulnerability (physical, ecological,
social, economic, cultural and institutional). The MOVE conceptual framework stresses the fact
that many interactions that shape vulnerability are dynamic (change over time) and characterized
by nonlinearity and place-specific factors. Thus, the application of the framework has to consider
the place-specific characteristics that influence vulnerability and its components as well as the
coupling processes between social and environmental systems (Birkmann et al. 2013). The
present article bases its approach on the three mentioned proposals.

3. Model for hurricanes risk evaluation
This article proposes a model to evaluate the hurricane risk in coastal cities calculating the
Hurricane Risk Index (𝐻𝑅𝑖) through the definition of a system of indicators involving the
different vulnerability dimensions.
𝐻𝑅𝑖

1

𝐴

∗𝑉

(2)

This model identifies several components and indicators to define the hurricane hazard (𝐴 ) and
the vulnerability (𝑉 ), Figure 1 shows a general view of the proposed model. The hurricane hazard
(𝐴 ) is described through four components: wind, swell, storm surge and rain. Vulnerability (𝑉 )
is defined involving six different dimensions: physical, environmental, social, economic, cultural
and institutional (Birkmann et al. 2013, Cardona 2001; Wilches-Chaux 1993). The following lines
define the way as the vulnerability dimensions are involved in the proposed model.
Physical dimension: Potential for damage to physical assets including built-up areas,
infrastructure, and open spaces. It is related to the geographic location, physical resistance,
inadequate technical standards of building construction and engineering in the local context.
Environmental dimension: Potential for damage to all ecological and bio-physical systems and
their different functions. This involves the degree of environmental degradation and destruction
of natural resources.
Social dimension: Propensity for human wellbeing to be damaged by disruption to individual and
collective social systems and their characteristics. It includes the degree of organization, lack of
social response, access limitations and internal cohesion of communities at risk, which impedes
their ability to prevent, mitigate or respond to disaster situations.
Economic dimension: Propensity for loss of economic value from damage to physical assets
and/or disruption of productive capacity. It involves national economic dependence, lack of
adequate national, state and local public budgets, and lack of diversification in the economic base
for decision-making.
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Cultural dimension: Potential for damage to intangible values including meanings placed on
artifacts, customs, habitual practices and natural or urban landscapes. It involves the hazard and
risk perception, language problems, and the influence of disaster prevention in educational plans
and programs to create a culture of safety and resilience.
Institutional dimension: Potential for damage to governance systems, organizational form, and
function as well as guiding formal/legal and informal/customary rules. It involves the structural
problems of institutions, especially the political system: local decision-making, mitigation actions
and programs, degrees of centralization in decision-making and governmental organization.

Figure 1. Model of Risk and Vulnerability to Hurricanes

4. System of indicators
The indicators system proposed in this article has three fundamental steps: 1) the assessment of
the hurricane hazard through its characterization, 2) the assessment of vulnerability, involving six
vulnerability dimensions depicted taking into account aspects before during and after the
hurricane impact; and 3) the risk assessment by calculating the Hurricane Risk Index (𝐻𝑅𝑖).
Figure 2 shows the structure of the indicator system. In the case of the hurricane hazard, it is
composed, of 4 components and 11 indicators. The vulnerability depicted by six dimensions is
characterized as follows: physical vulnerability with 4 components and 34 indicators;
environmental vulnerability with 5 components and 31 indicators; social vulnerability with 5
components and 33 indicators; economic vulnerability with 2 components and 20 indicators;
cultural vulnerability with 3 components and 18 indicators; and finally the institutional
vulnerability with 3 components and 24 indicators. In total, the indicators system involves 160
indicators for vulnerability (𝑉 ) and 11 indicators for hurricane hazard (𝐴 ).
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Figure 2. System of indicators
Starting from the “Model for hurricane risk and vulnerability evaluation in coastal areas” (Figure
1), the Hurricane Risk index 𝐻𝑅𝑖 is expressed by equation 2
𝐻𝑅𝑖

1

𝐴

∗𝑉

The hurricane hazard, 𝐴 , is calculated as the weighted sum of the components 𝐴 ,
𝐴

∑

𝑊𝐴 ∗ 𝐴

(3)

Such components, 𝐴 , are also obtained as the weighted sum of their corresponding normalized
indicators in each case.
𝐴

∑

𝐴 ∗ 𝑊𝐴

(4)

Were, 𝑁 is the total number of indicators involved in the component 𝑖 of the hazard, 𝐴 is the
normalized indicator 𝑗 within component 𝑖 of the hazard, 𝑊𝐴 is the weight assigned to the
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component 𝑖 of the hazard, and 𝑊𝐴 is the weight assigned to the normalized indicator 𝑗 within
the component 𝑖.
In the same way, the vulnerability, 𝑉 , is calculated as the weighted sum of the six dimensions
identified,
𝑉

∑

𝑊𝑉 ∗ 𝑉

(5)

were 𝑊𝑉 is the weight assigned to each dimension. The vulnerability index for each dimension,
𝑉 is also calculated as the weighted sum of the corresponding components 𝑉 ,
𝑉

∑

𝑊𝑉 ∗ 𝑉

(6)

were 𝑊 is the weight assigned, through expert opinion, to each component in the dimension 𝑖.
The vulnerability index for each component, 𝑉 , corresponds to the weighted sum of the
corresponding normalized indicators involved in each case 𝑉
𝑉

∑

𝑊𝑉

∗𝑉

,

(7)

were 𝑊𝑉 is the weight assigned to each indicator.
Composite indicators are based on sub-indicators that have no common meaningful unit of
measurement, and there is no obvious way of weighting these sub-indicators. A commonly used
method is the assignment of weights to sub-indicators based on personal judgment (participatory
method). Budget allocation is a participatory method in which experts are given a "budget" of N
points, to be distributed over a number of sub-indicators, "paying" more for those sub-indicators
whose importance they want to stress.
The proposed methodology used the consensus of local experts' opinion. Experts from the state
and municipal civil protection as well as academic experts were interviewed. It was also applied
to the selection of the minimum and maximum values of the indicators used to normalize their
values.
The simple indicators involved in each component are classified as positive or negative, and then
normalized, to take values in the range from 0 to 1 in case of hazard; and in the range, 0 to 100 in
case of vulnerability, to guarantee the comparability of the data. The simple indicators are
normalized in a relative way by using default minimum and maximum values.
The hazard indicators are normalized using the following
𝐴

(8)
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The vulnerability indicators can increase or reduce vulnerability, and they are normalized
according to this condition. In the case of a higher value of the indicator means greater
vulnerability (+), the indicator is normalized as follows:
𝑉

∗ 100

(9)

In the opposite case, when a higher value of the indicator means a lower vulnerability (-), the
normalization is applied as follows:
𝑉

∗ 100

(10)

4.1. Hurricane hazard indicators
Table 1 shows the components and their respective indicators defined to assess the hurricane
hazard (𝐴 ) as the physical characteristics of the hazardous event. Table 1 also includes the
weight assigned using expert opinions to each indicator, the sum of the weights within each
component must be one. The minimum and maximum values for each indicator are defined based
on official records of past hurricanes, and they are included in Table 1.
Table 1. Components and indicators for the hurricane hazard 𝐴
Component

Wind 𝑨𝟏

Waves 𝑨𝟐
Storm surge
𝑨𝟑

Rain 𝑨𝟒

Indicator

Weight

Minimum
value

Maximum
value

Units of measure / Definition

Category hurricane

0.5

1

5

Category Saffir-Simpson Scale

Wind speed

0.3

100

300

Km/ h

Central pressure

0.2

800

1050

mbar

Amplitude

0.4

0

30

m

Height

0.5

0

25

m

Wavelength

0.1

1

200

m

Storm surge

1

0.5

20

m

Intensity

0.3

1

5

Maximum Intensity Curves. Precipitation index: 0.0-20
(1 / practically constant); 20-40 (2 / Weakly variable);
40-60 (3 / Variable); 60-80 (4 / Moderately variable);
80-100 (5 / Highly variable)

Duration

0.3

0

24

Hours

Depth

0.3

1

500

mm

Frequency

0.1

5

500

Return period in years

4.2. Vulnerability indicators
The vulnerability, 𝑉 , is defined by six dimensions, identifying essential aspects from a
physical, environmental, social, economic, cultural and institutional perspective. Each dimension
is characterized by several components and simple indicator. The indicators were selected also
taking into account three different approaches. The first one, the prospective, referred to avoid
generating new vulnerability conditions. The second one, the corrective, seeks to reduce existing
vulnerability conditions. The third one, the reactive, which seeks to respond in the best way to
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disaster situations (preparations for emergency and reconstruction). Tables 2, 3 and 4 show
examples of the indicators used by the component population in the physical, social and economic
dimensions, information about all the indicators involved can be found in Hernández (2014).
Tables 2, 3 and 4 also show the maximum and minimum values and the weights used in each
case. In this case, the maximum values were defined through expert opinion taking into account
the values of these indicators for the largest coastal city of Mexico, Tijuana the most populated
city in the state of Baja California. The mentioned tables also include the "relationship type" is
shown with the indicator with a “+” or “-” sign which defines the normalization according to
equations 9 and 10.
Table 2. Physical Vulnerability: indicators for the component Population 𝑽𝟏𝟏
Indicator
Total population

Relationship
type
(+)

Weight
0.25

Minimum Maximum
Units of measure / Definition
value
value
1
2,000,000 Number of inhabitants
Average annual population growth rate
0
50
over the last five years (%)

Population growth

(+)

0.15

Population under 15
years

(-)

0.15

0

100

Population aging

(+)

0.1

0

100

Dependency ratio

(+)

0.1

0

100

Disability
Index of masculinity

(+)
(+)

0.1
0.15

0
0

10,000
200

Percentage of population under 15 years
Percentage of population aged 60 and
over
Total population aged 0 to 14 plus
population 60 and over, divided by the
total population aged 15 to 60 years,
multiplied by 100
Population with limited mobility
Men per each 100 women

Table 3. Social Vulnerability: indicators for the component Population 𝑽𝟑𝟏
Indicator
Social
Backwardness
Index
(IRS)
Margination
Index
Social cohesion
(SC)
Vulnerable
population by
income
Life expectancy
Infant mortality
rate
Educational lag
Access to health
services
Crime rate

4
5

Relationship
type

Weight

Minimum
value

Maximum
value

(-)

0.1

1

5

(-)

0.1

1

5

(-)

0.1

0

3

(+)

0.15

0

100

(-)

0.05

65

80

Very High (5), High (4), Medium (3),
Low (4), Very Low (1).
Based on Mora (2015) and
CONEVAL5. Social polarization:
Polarized- very low SC (3), Left Pole –
low SC (2), Right Pole – high SC (1)
and No Pole – very high SC (0).
Population without social deficiencies
and whose income is lower or equal to
the welfare line (%).
Years

(+)

0.05

1

50

Deaths of children per 1000 live births

(+)

0.05

0

100

(+)

0.25

0

100

(+)

0.15

0

20,000

Population 15 years old or illiterate, (%)
Population without access to health
services, (%).
Number of crimes per 100,000
inhabitants

Units of measure / Definition
According to CONEVAL4: Very low
(1), low (2), medium (3), high (4) and
very high (5) social backwardness.

http://www.coneval.org.mx/Medicion/IRS/Paginas/Que‐es‐el‐indice‐de‐rezago‐social.aspx
http://www.coneval.org.mx/Medicion/Paginas/Cohesion_Social.aspx
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Table 4. Economic Vulnerability (Resilience): indicators for the component Population 𝑉
Relationship
type

Weight

Minimum
value

Maximum
value

Vulnerable due to
social deficiencies

(+)

0.3

0

100

GDP per capita

(-)

0.15

50,000

180,000

Poor population

(+)

0.3

0

100

PEA

(-)

0.05

0

100

Youth Index

(-)

0.15

1

100

Ageing index

(+)

0.05

1

100

Economic
Dependency Rate

(+)

0.05

1

100

Indicator

Units of measure / Definition
Population with one or more social
deficiencies, but whose income is
higher than the welfare line (%)
GDP per capita is the ratio of the total
market value of all final goods and
services generated by the economy of
a nation or state for a year to the
number of inhabitants of that year.
Percentage of Poor Population (PPP)
earning less than US $ 1 per day
Economically Active Population (%)
Young people (15 to 29 years old) per
100 old people (60 and over)
Old (60 and over) per 100 young
people (15 to 29 years old)
Theoretical dependent persons per 100
people in productive ages (15 to 64
years)

Figure 4 shows how the “population” component is involved in physical vulnerability, in social
vulnerability and economic vulnerability from a different approach and by using different
indicators. This situation is described in tables 2, 3 and 4. Similarly, Table 5 shows the indicators
used to describe the risk perception component for the cultural vulnerability dimension.
Table 5. Cultural Vulnerability (Resilience): indicators for the component Risk perception 𝑉
Indicator
¿Do you know which are
the institutions in charge of
the
emergency
management?
¿Do you know the Early
Warning
System
for
Tropical storms?
¿Do you know which is the
season of tropical storms
and which is the frequency
of them?
¿Do you know where are
the hurricane shelters?
¿Which is the population
foresight attitude to face
hurricanes?

Information
source

Relations
hip type

Weight

Minimum
value

Maximum
value

Units of measure/
Definition

(-)

0.05

0

100

% survey respondents
with a positive response

Survey
Yes
(1)/ Not(0)

(-)

0.05

0

100

% survey respondents
with a positive response

Survey
Yes(1)/Not(0)

(-)

0.05

0

100

% survey respondents
with a positive response

Survey
Yes(1)/Not(0)

(-)

0.05

0

100

% survey respondents
with a positive response
0)

Survey
Yes(1)/Not (

100

% survey respondents
with high or very high
level

Survey Very
high(4),
High(3),
Medium(2),
Low(1)

(-)

0.15

0

Promotion of sensitivity
and cultural awareness in
the face of hurricanes

(-)

0.1

0

100.000

Social participation for risk
communication
and
management

(-)

0.2

0

100

Hurricane database of
events and consequences

(-)

0.35

0

1

Number of flyers or
informative brochures
on
risk
reduction
distributed among the
population
Number of workshops
or courses on risk
reduction in schools and
for
the
general
population
Yes(1)/Not (0)

Survey, Civil
protection

Civil
protection,
Civil
protection,
municipality
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4.3. The Hurricane Risk Index, 𝑯𝑹𝒊
The Hurricane Risk Index 𝐻𝑅𝑖 can be stratified into five categories, giving the possibility of
mapping the level of risk for each location. For this study, the color gradation defined to identify
the level of 𝐻𝑅𝑖 is homologous with the Mexican “SIAT-CT” (Early Warning System for Tropical
Cyclones). Alert mechanism for the hurricane threat used by the National System for Civil
Protection of Mexico (SINAPROC). The scale proposed for the 𝐻𝑅𝑖 can be seen in Figure 3.
Risk level

Hurricane Risk
Index (HRI)

Very high

80-100%

High

60-80%

Medium

40-60%

Low

20-40%

Very Low

0-20%

Flag of Alert

Figure 3. Hurricane Hazard Warning System for Coastal Zones

5. Application to the Mexican Caribbean
The proposed methodology is applied to the cities of Chetumal and Mahahual, two coastal towns
in the south of the State of Quintana Roo, Mexico (map 1). Both locations are in the so-called
“Costa Maya Region”, which is identified as a strategic area for the economic development
through promoting sustainable tourism development.
Map 1. Geographical location of study sites

The city of Chetumal is bordered to the south by the Hondo River, which borders Belize.
According to Castillo (2009), the city is approximately 7 km long and 20 km in its widest part,
with a surface area close to 140 km2. Mahahual is located on the coastline, and it is one of the
potential localities for tourism development in the southern part of the State of Quintana Roo. It
delimits to the north with the town of Pulticub and to the south with the locality Xcalak. Mahahual
12

is located about 130 km north-east from the city of Chetumal. The cities are located in an area
annually affected by the impact of hurricanes, which have caused disasters throughout their
history, loss of human lives and productive activities. This situation has left unfinished tasks in
the implementation of territorial planning policies and shows a lack of an integrated disaster risk
management in the region.
5.1. The hazard 𝑨𝑯 : Hurricane Dean (2007)
A deterministic event has been selected to apply the proposed methodology, hurricane Dean
(2007). Although this research comprises a deterministic approach, the proposed methodology
can be used for other estimates of another hazard, as well as for future scenarios through
simulation models. Hurricane Dean in 2007 was the last significant natural phenomenon for
Mahahual and Chetumal, and it was the first and the most intense of the season. Hurricane Dean
directly affected the community of Mahahual, and its center was located 65 km east of Chetumal,
so different data were handled for the hazard in each case study. To define this value, we used
official data from the Mexican National Meteorological Service (Hernández, s/f).
The effects associated with the hurricane Dean had different magnitudes in each one of the
localities. Tables 6 and 7 show the gross values of the indicators, physical measures of hurricane
Dean, the standardized values according to the parameters of Table 1, the calculation of the
components 𝐴 and finally the Hurricane hazard index 𝐴 .
Table 6. Hurricane hazard 𝐴
Indicator

𝑾𝑨𝒊𝒋

Gross value
indicators

Standardized
values
𝑨𝒊𝒋

𝑾𝑨𝒊𝒋 ∗ 𝑨𝒊𝒋

Category hurricane
Wind speed
Central pressure
Amplitude
Height

0.5
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.5

5
129.6
992
1.5
4

1.00
0.15
0.77
0.05
0.16

0.50
0.04
0.15
0.03
0.08

0.25

Storm surge

1

2.44

0.10

0.10

0.02

0.3

Intensity
Duration
Height or depth
Frequency

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1

2
24
168.9
155

0.25
1.00
0.34
0.30

0.08
0.30
0.10
0.03

0.15

Component

𝑾𝑨𝒊

Wind
𝑨𝟏

0.35

Waves
𝑨𝟐

0.1

Storm surge
𝑨𝟑
Rain
𝑨𝟒

for Chetumal based on physical measures of Hurricane Dean

0.24

0.01

𝑨𝑯

Table 7. Hurricane hazard 𝐴

0.43

for Mahahual based on physical measures of Hurricane Dean

Indicator

𝑾𝑨𝒊𝒋

Gross value
indicators

Standardized
values
𝑨𝒊𝒋

𝑾𝑨𝒊𝒋 ∗ 𝑨𝒊𝒋

Category hurricane
Wind speed
Central pressure
Amplitude
Height

0.5
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.5

5
280
905
5.1
14

1.00
0.90
0.42
0.17
0.56

0.50
0.27
0.08
0.09
0.28

0.25

Storm surge

1

5.5

0.26

0.26

0.06

0.3

Intensity
Duration
Height or depth
Frequency

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1

3.97
24
81
155

0.74
1.00
0.16
0.30

0.22
0.30
0.05
0.03

0.18

Component

𝑾𝑨𝒊

Wind
𝑨𝟏

0.35

Waves
𝑨𝟐

0.1

Storm surge
𝑨𝟑
Rain
𝑨𝟒

𝑨𝒊

𝑨𝒊

0.30

0.04
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𝑨𝑯

0.58

5.2. The vulnerability 𝑽𝑯 and its dimensions
The gross values of the indicators involved in the evaluation (Figure 2) were obtained, mainly,
from federal level instances of Mexico, as the National Institute of Statistics and Geography
(INEGI), National Population Council (CONAPO), National Council for the Evaluation of the
Social Development Policy (CONEVAL), Secretariat of Urban Development and Housing
(SEDUVI), Governing secretariat (SEGOB), Secretary of Health (SESA), Secretariat for Public
Education (SEP), Secretariat of Communications and Transportation (SCT), Federal Electricity
Commission (CFE), among others. Information from state institutions, as well as of the local
government like cadaster office, civil protection, programs of urban development, territorial
ordinances and atlas of risk was also used.
Table 8 shows, for the cities of Mahahual and Chetumal, the calculation of the components 𝑉 ,
the vulnerability indexes for the six dimensions 𝑉 , and finally the vulnerability index 𝑉 , all of
them calculated according to the procedures mentioned in section 4. The Vulnerability index 𝑉
obtained was 48.47% and 51.98% for Chetumal and Mahahual, respectively.
Table 8. Calculation of the Vulnerability index 𝑉

by dimension and their components
Chetumal (%)

Dimension

𝑽𝟏 : Physical
Vulnerability

𝑽𝟐 : Environmental
Vulnerability

𝑽𝟑 : Social
Vulnerability

𝑽𝟒 : Economic
Vulnerability

𝑽𝟓 : Cultural
Vulnerability

𝑽𝟔 : Institutional
Vulnerability

𝑾𝑽𝒊

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

Components

𝑾𝑽𝒊𝒋

𝑽𝒊𝒋

𝑽𝒊

𝑾𝑽𝒊 ∗ 𝑽𝒊

Mahahual (%)
𝑽𝒊𝒋

𝑽𝟏𝟏

Population

0.35

33.77

𝑽𝟏𝟐

Space occupied

0.1

22.77

𝑽𝟏𝟑

Urban infrastructure

0.2

44.59

𝑽𝟏𝟒

Urban activities

0.35

58.88

75.08

𝑽𝟐𝟏

Protected Natural Areas

0.2

39.13

52.07

𝑽𝟐𝟐

Bodies of water

0.2

43.00

40.00

𝑽𝟐𝟑

Rivers

0.1

3.36

𝑽𝟐𝟒

Solid urban waste

0.15

25.10

34.37

𝑽𝟐𝟓

Changes in land use

0.35

43.04

51.26

𝑽𝟑𝟏

Population

0.3

40.69

36.87

𝑽𝟑𝟐

Housing

0.2

13.27

𝑽𝟑𝟑

Basic services

0.1

10.66

𝑽𝟑𝟒

Education

0.2

50.85

𝑽𝒊

𝑾𝑽𝒊 ∗ 𝑽𝒊

50.24

5.02

42.13

4.21

51.41

10.28

35.54

7.11

68.01

13.60

58.77

11.75

𝑽𝑯

51.98

33.87
43.63

35.60

4.36

3.56

22.79
49.17

6.23

34.17
43.06

8.61

35.58
64.85

𝑽𝟑𝟓

Emergency Resources

0.2

84.79

84.94

𝑽𝟒𝟏

Population

0.5

36.96

35.19

𝑽𝟒𝟐

Economic activities

0.5

38.44

37.70

7.54

35.88

𝑽𝟓𝟏

Risk perception

0.4

86.00

𝑽𝟓𝟐

Language

0.3

21.05

𝑽𝟓𝟑

Plans and study
programs

0.3

80.00

80.00

𝑽𝟔𝟏

Local decision

0.3

25.00

25.00

𝑽𝟔𝟐

Plans and programs

0.3

68.75

𝑽𝟔𝟑

Financial protection

0.4

72.79

89.25
64.71

57.25

12.94

11.45

27.70

53.75
87.85

𝑽𝑯

48.47
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Comparing the obtained results for the six vulnerability dimensions involved in the evaluation, it
can be highlight some similarities and also differences among both cities. Chetumal and Mahaual
show similar levels of economic, cultural and institutional vulnerability, but some differences are
recognized as referring to social, physical and environmental vulnerability.
Mahahual shows a higher physical vulnerability than Chetumal, 50.24%, and 43.63%,
respectively. This difference is possible related to the rates of population growth and urban
growth. Mahahual has a growing tourism sector; and Chetumal, capital of the Quintana Roo State,
is a city of services where the powers of government found. The water consumption per capita
can be increased between three and ten times due to the growing tourism in Mahahual; this can
create conflicts due to the dwindling water resources.
Some of the indicators involved in the economic vulnerability are available only at the municipal
level, in consequence, the values are the same for both cities, and the obtained results are similar
(37.70% and 35.54%). However, beyond the problem of income, economic vulnerability refers,
sometimes correlated, to the problem of national economic dependence, the absence of adequate
budgets, national, regional and local publics, and a lack of diversification of the economic base.
In the same way, the institutional vulnerability shows similar values for both localities (57.25%
and 58.77%), there is a high degree of centralization in decision-making and governmental
organization, and there is a weakness in the levels of institutional autonomy.
In particular, in social vulnerability dimension, the components related to housing and basic
services show important differences. The component urban activities as part of the physical
vulnerability also reflect differences between the cities; this component involves aspects such as
the flood-prone areas by storm surge, electric service coverage, street lighting and cartography of
the drinking water distribution network, educative centers, private and public schools; and public
and private hospitals.
In the case of cultural vulnerability for the cities of Chetumal and Mahahual, the component risk
perception only takes into account the following indicators: Promotion of sensitivity and cultural
awareness in the face of hurricanes, Social participation for risk communication and management,
and Hurricane database of events and consequences. The other indicators mentioned in Table 5
are results from surveys that, at present, are in development as part of new research projects.
Institutional vulnerability dimension shows globally similar results for both cities. The local
decision gives the same result for both cities; it involves the decentralization degree, community
participation, transparency and accountability, integration of local agencies and institutions and
Legal Framework for disaster risk reduction. The second component, plans, and programs, shows
a better situation in Chetumal than in Mahahual; it involves the inclusion of disaster risk analysis
into the urban and territorial planning, disaster recovery plans, training plans on disaster risk
reduction, relocation of population living in disaster-prone areas and post-disaster plans for
rehabilitation of coastal ecosystems. The third component, financial protection, shows a better
situation in Mahahual than in Chetumal, it involves the income of the local government, budget
allocation to disaster risk reduction, insurance of public and private assets, inclusion of disaster
risk as criteria to funding infrastructure projects, and the contribution of the Trust Fund for Natural
Disasters (FONDEN) in case of disaster.
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5.3. Hurricane Risk index, 𝑯𝑹𝒊
Figures 4 and 5 summarize the obtained results of the “System of Indicators for the Assessment of
Hurricane Risk and Vulnerability in Coastal Zones” for the cities of Mahahual and Chetumal
respectively. Although the conditions of vulnerability may have changed, the obtained results for
the 𝐻𝑅𝑖, 82.13% for Mahahual (Very high risk) and 69.31% for Chetumal (High risk), are
coherent with the impacts observed after the impact of Hurricane Dean in 2007.
𝑨𝟏 : Wind
𝑨𝟏𝟏 Hurricane category
𝑨𝟏𝟐 Wind speed
𝑨𝟏𝟑 Central pressure
𝑨𝟐 : Waves
𝑨𝟐𝟏 Amplitude
𝑨𝟐𝟐 Height
𝑨𝟑 : Storm surge
𝑨𝟑𝟏 Storm surge
𝑨𝟒 : Rain
𝑨𝟒𝟏 Intensity
𝑨𝟒𝟐 Duration
𝑨𝟒𝟑 Height or depth
𝑨𝟒𝟒 Frequency

0.24
0.50
0.04
0.15
0.01
0.03
0.08
0.02
0.10
0.15
0.08
0.30
0.10
0.03

𝑨𝑯

0.43

𝑯𝑹𝒊
𝑽𝟏 : Physical Vulnerability
𝑽𝟏𝟏 Population
𝑽𝟏𝟐 Space occupied
𝑽𝟏𝟑 Urban infrastructure
𝑽𝟏𝟒 Urban activities
𝑽𝟐 : Environmental Vulnerability
𝑽𝟐𝟏 Protected Natural Areas
𝑽𝟐𝟐 Bodies of water
𝑽𝟐𝟑 Rivers
𝑽𝟐𝟒 Solid urban waste
𝑽𝟐𝟓 Changes in land use
𝑽𝟑 : Social Vulnerability
𝑽𝟑𝟏 Population
𝑽𝟑𝟐 Housing
𝑽𝟑𝟑 Basic services
𝑽𝟑𝟒 Education
𝑽𝟑𝟓 Emergency Resources
𝑽𝟒 : Economic Vulnerability
𝑽𝟒𝟏 Population
𝑽𝟒𝟐 Economic activities
𝑽𝟓 : Cultural Vulnerability
𝑽𝟓𝟏 Perception of risk
𝑽𝟓𝟐 Language
𝑽𝟓𝟑 Plans and study programs
𝑽𝟔 : Institutional Vulnerability
𝑽𝟔𝟏 Local decision
𝑽𝟔𝟐 Plans and programs
𝑽𝟔𝟑 Financial protection

4.36
11.82
2.28
8.92
20.61
3.56
7.83
8.60
0.34
3.77
15.06
8.61
12.21
2.65
1.07
10.17
16.96
7.54
18.48
19.22
12.94
34.40
6.31
24.00
11.45
7.50
20.63
29.12

𝑽𝑯

𝟏

𝑨𝑯 ∗ 𝑽𝑯

69.31%

48.47
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Figure 4. Hurricane Risk Index, 𝐻𝑅𝑖, for Chetumal
𝑨𝟏 : Wind
𝑨𝟏𝟏 Hurricane category
𝑨𝟏𝟐 Wind speed
𝑨𝟏𝟑 Central pressure
𝑨𝟐 : Waves
𝑨𝟐𝟏 Amplitude
𝑨𝟐𝟐 Height
𝑨𝟑 : Storm surge
𝑨𝟑𝟏 Storm surge
𝑨𝟒 : Rain
𝑨𝟒𝟏 Intensity
𝑨𝟒𝟐 Duration
𝑨𝟒𝟑 Height or depth
𝑨𝟒𝟒 Frequency

0.30
0.50
0.27
0.08
0.04
0.09
0.28
0.06
0.26
0.18
0.22
0.30
0.05
0.03

𝑨𝑯

0.58

𝑯𝑹𝒊
𝑽𝟏 : Physical Vulnerability
𝑽𝟏𝟏 Population
𝑽𝟏𝟐 Space occupied
𝑽𝟏𝟑 Urban infrastructure
𝑽𝟏𝟒 Urban activities
𝑽𝟐 : Environmental Vulnerability
𝑽𝟐𝟏 Protected Natural Areas
𝑽𝟐𝟐 Bodies of water
𝑽𝟐𝟑 Rivers
𝑽𝟐𝟒 Solid urban waste
𝑽𝟐𝟓 Changes in land use
𝑽𝟑 : Social Vulnerability
𝑽𝟑𝟏 Population
𝑽𝟑𝟐 Housing
𝑽𝟑𝟑 Basic services
𝑽𝟑𝟒 Education
𝑽𝟑𝟓 Emergency Resources
𝑽𝟒 : Economic Vulnerability
𝑽𝟒𝟏 Population
𝑽𝟒𝟐 Economic activities
𝑽𝟓 : Cultural Vulnerability
𝑽𝟓𝟏 Perception of risk
𝑽𝟓𝟐 Language
𝑽𝟓𝟑 Plans and study programs
𝑽𝟔 : Institutional Vulnerability
𝑽𝟔𝟏 Local decision
𝑽𝟔𝟐 Plans and programs
𝑽𝟔𝟑 Financial protection

5.02
11.85
2.28
9.83
26.28
4.21
10.41
8.00
0.62
5.16
17.94
10.28
11.06
6.83
3.56
12.97
16.99
7.11
17.60
17.94
13.60
35.70
8.31
24.00
11.75
7.50
16.13
35.14

𝑽𝑯

𝟏

𝑨𝑯 ∗ 𝑽𝑯

82.13%

51.98

Figure 5. Hurricane Risk index, 𝐻𝑅𝑖,for Mahahual
There are differences between both cities studied, and they are related to the development level
in each case. The population growth for Chetumal and Mahahual is 2% and 26.7%, respectively,
its built space 3,045.18 hectares against 211.3, “very low” and “high” marginalization index, lack
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of health services, 22.36% and 51.74%, water safe 97.95% against 69.27%, among others. This
situation makes the risk greater in Mahahual. Both cities present the highest vulnerability for the
cultural and institutional dimensions, followed by the social dimension in a minor rate.

6. Conclusions
This article proposes a methodology for the evaluation of the hurricane risk from a comprehensive
and holistic approach by using concepts and lines of action from the global to the local context,
as presented for the coastal zones of the Mexican Caribbean. The vulnerability of human
settlements in coastal areas is closely linked to the social processes, the social fragility and the
lack of capacity to the recovery of the exposed elements. There is a need at the global level to
have new tools that strengthen local governments and citizens, for better protection of the human,
economic and natural resources of rural and urban localities. The development of greater
resilience in urban-coastal areas should give them the ability to return quickly to a stable situation
before the passage of a hurricane, in the least possible time.
The proposed methodology allows using a common "rule" of measurement to compare and
benchmark the results. It is a comprehensive technique where the concept underlying is one of
monitoring risk rather than obtaining a precise evaluation of it (physical truth). The goal of the
model, in very many risk analysis applications, is not only to "reveal a truth", but rather to provide
information and analyses that can "improve decisions".
Coastal cities around the world, exposed to the disaster risks caused by hurricanes. The Atlantic
Ocean's hurricane season peaks from mid-August to late October and averages five to six
hurricanes per year. The destruction caused by hurricanes in the Mexican Caribbean and Central
America is a force that has shaped history and will shape the future of the region. Although
increases in coastal development, in high hurricane hazard prone-areas, appear to have dominated
the growth in coastal natural disaster-related economic losses for much of the past century, this
may change in the future. The vulnerability of a community to a flood hazard is commonly
measured using socioeconomic indicators or calculating physical flood extents; however, their
combined impact is often ignored. In this paper, we proposed a simple approach that combined
biophysical and socioeconomic indicators as well as physical hazard extents in measuring the
combined vulnerability of coastal areas.
The 2017’s Atlantic hurricane season has been an extremely active season; hurricanes Maria and
Irma featured winds well above the 157-mph, criteria of a category 5 hurricane. These are the
strongest hurricanes recorded since hurricane Wilma (2005). Irma maintained 185-mph winds for
two days straight, a record-breaking length of time for an Atlantic storm, fueled by the water’s
warmer-than-usual temperatures. Those stats caused some meteorologists to wonder whether
Irma should be in an entirely new category of storm. However, with the climate changing, warmer
oceans are predicted to funnel extra energy into storms, causing a higher proportion of stronger
hurricanes. The damage suffered by the Caribbean countries during this season should remember
the need to increase the efforts to reduce risk and to build a more resilient region. Disasters can
be opportunities to build new and better development practices, but there is a lack of learning
from the past disasters in the Caribbean region, it continues building on the coastline, devastating
natural barriers such as wetlands and dunes, and building on non-urban land.
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There are early warning systems established for hurricanes in the Mexican Caribbean, and they
are well known by the population in the region. The proposed methodology looks for a
comprehensive hurricane risk evaluation thought the design of an indicators system and the
calculation of the Hurricane Risk Index 𝐻𝑅𝑖 . This evaluation can help to identify the
weaknesses of the exposed population to support the decision making to construct a more resilient
community. The inclusion of topics related to Disaster Risk Reduction within the curricula at
different education levels could increase the resilience of the population in Mexico. The proposed
methodology can be automated, to create a kind of early warning system involving different
dimensions of the population vulnerability.
The proposed methodology can help to define priorities to carry out risk reduction actions in the
coastal zones; the obtained results can be used to promote education plans to make the population
aware of the hurricane risk and reduce the vulnerability in its different dimensions. This
evaluation can be performed periodically to monitor the evolution of each vulnerability dimension
and in consequence, the government policies related. It permits the follow-up of the risk situation,
and the effectiveness of the prevention and mitigation measures can be easily achieved. Results
can be verified, and the mitigation priorities can be established as regards the prevention and
planning actions to modify those conditions having a greater influence on risk in the city. It is
easy to identify the most relevant aspects, with no need for further analysis and interpretation of
results.
The number of indicators used in the hurricane risk assessment was limited to the information
available for that period. The evaluation of another location can be performed in a similar way
taking into account the singularities of each place and the limitation of the available information.
The indicators used in the current evaluation can be a starting point to look for information in
another location, but it is not a limitation. The indicators can be selected based on the indicators
used globally and internationally by different urban observers and international indicators
databases. The weight assigned to the indicators involved in the evaluation can change according
to the particularities of each case study. To support the decision making through the prioritizing
of needs, the authors prefer the use of relative weights based on the opinions of local experts.
To improve to proposed methodology new efforts are in progress: Surveys to complete
information referring the population knowledge on hurricane hazard and risk, after this it is
necessary to perform a correlation analysis of the indicators involved in this methodology to
define in a better way their relevance.
Finally, the proposed methodology can also be adapted to take into account other natural hazards
or take as a starting point a probabilistic hurricane risk assessment instead of a deterministic event.
The development and integration of natural hazard and social indicators will improve our disaster
risk assessments and justify the selective targeting of communities.
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